Wanted Dead or Alive!
Reward: $248,229.50

Name: Katherine Baptista

Alias: Shrew

Character Traits: Defiant, Loud, Strong, Rude, Aggressive, Contradicting, & Controlling

Last Seen: Contradicting husband when going to Padua and being told by him that "it shall be what o'clock I say" when leaving.

Wanted for: Leaving husband before being completely tamed and for contradicting him.

Additional Information: Dangerous! Katherine is known to beat up family, teachers, and suitors. May be armed with a broken lute from the last music teacher she injured. The taming process was interrupted and it is believed that she continues to be a shrew. She may be on the lookout for food, rest and some gorgeous gowns as for she has been restricted from such things by her husband during the taming process.

Infamous Quote: "Assess are made to bear, so are you." & "Go, get thee gone, thou deluding slave, [Beats him]..."

Physical Description: Last seen wearing a torn gown from the last fight. She has long black hair and brown eyes. Although seems beautiful on outside she is ugly when regarding personality.